
KUMBHAM (Aquarius)  

Dhanishta (3, 4), Satabisha, Poorvabhadra (1, 2, 3) 

Career :    

Entrepreneurs will strengthen their professional ties to manifest their aims. The New Moon on 10th, 

will clear up the blocks for upcoming bonus at workplace. Freelancers by being vigilant will be 

successful in their attempts to maximize profits. With Mercury in Pisces Networking in different 

circles a stalled job application will open promising employment offers for job-seekers. Those in 

Marketing will revise their game plan to increase their reach in untapped markets. After 15th, take a 

meditative approach to refrain from being dragged into conflicts with seniors. However, avoid 

diverting your resources on any start-ups. The Full Moon on 24th, will speed up the talks of a much-

awaited foreign collaboration. After 26th , staying on top of details will help professionals to correct 

missteps in an ongoing venture. Stay alert, as unexpected countermove by rivals will throw a wrench 

on the launch plans. 

Wealth :   

Around the New Moon on 10th, money owed to you will find its way to the coffers. Wealth gain 

from previous investments is imminent. However, reckless indulgences will lead to mounting 

expenses. After 14th, avoid making any credit commitments or extending guarantees. Hold off from 

taking decisions in any pricey Real estate deals. Trying your hand in speculations will result in 

disappointing returns. The Full moon on 24th, will bring in rich cash gains from foreign investment 

schemes. 

Personal :   

Couples will take the lead and extend a proposal of deeper commitment towards their partner. With 

their calm and polite approach, women will successfully resolve any differences with siblings or a 

loved one. Students planning for further studies will see blockages finally being removed from their 

path. Potential plus-one will slide into the life of singles as they widen their social circuit. After 14th, 

applying pressure to a situation will trigger conflicts in close relationships. This month, reign in the 

excitement, and check the travel-budget before booking a dream vacation. 

Health :   

Your fitness and self-care regimen will become priority number one for the next four weeks. Those 

suffering from any heart ailments and eyes or migraine issues need to be extra careful this month. 

Health of siblings will require your extra care and attention. After 15th, seasonal flues or blood-

related ailments will resurface, if not following a precautionary measure. 

Dhanishta (3,4) :  

There will be tensions related to travel plans.  

Satabisha :  

You will be very surprised at the unsolicited attention that you are going to get from one, who really 

piques your romantic interest. 

Poorvabhadrapada (1,2,3) :  



You will over-indulge in food or drink, for emotional gratification, or compensation that will lessen 

your chance to rest or recuperate. 

Vedic Remedies :  

Please Lord Hanuman by offering Vermilion or sweets in the Hanuman temple every Tuesday. 

Donate Wheat on Saturdays. Chant Lalitha Sahasranamam daily.  

Lal-kitab Remedies :  

Distribute sweet prasad after Sunset. Think twice, before making any promise/ commitment. 

Cautious Dates :   

24, 25, 26 


